
2017 U of T Women in House Reflection 

 

• Name: Maria-Alba Benoit Mariaca 

• Program: Peace, Conflict, and Justice Specialist 

• Year: 2nd  

• Parliamentary host: MP Pam Damoff 

___________________ 

 

The energy and excitement in the air seemed tangible as I, along 

with 99 other young women from the U of T Women in House 

program, arrived in Ottawa for an eventful two days. 

 

The Supreme Court of Canada was filled with 100 young women 

from the University of Toronto eager to listen to each other’s 

ideas and interests, but more than anything else to see, 

understand, and learn what it is like to be a woman in politics. 

Justice Andromache Karakatsanis granted us the honour of 

answering our questions in a private session for an hour. She 

made the experience deeply personal as well as professional, 

showing us it is possible to introduce this careful balance as a 

Justice. 

 

I was serendipitously sitting beside Yara, the fellow student with whom I would be shadowing MP Damoff the 

following. This shows how U of T Women in House truly brings together women who share similar passions, 

and allows for a space in which we can grow and learn from one another. The reception later that day 

epitomized this coming together to empower women and the voices of the underrepresented. Hearing the 

speeches of The Honourable Carolyn Bennett, The Honourable Karina Gould, The Honourable Bardish 

Chagger, The Honourable Maryam Monsef, Senator Elizabeth May, MP Celina Caesar-Chavannes, amongst 

many others, was an incredible source of inspiration since I could see myself represented by the women present. 

Women of all walks of life, who are dedicated to Canadians, were encouraging me, affirming that I am 

powerful and strong. I am truly grateful to have been a part of this experience, where I was able to talk one-on-

one with Ministers, MPs, and Senators and know that as a woman I accomplish any goal. This year was unique 

in the sense that male MPs joined the program, and proved they are supportive of helping increase women 

representation. 

 

MP Pam Damoff has become a woman and politician I look up to. It is her strength, especially when standing 

up for what is right, that makes MP Damoff stand out. She is an advocate for many issues that I find personally 

important, such as employment for persons living with disabilities, mental health, environmental protection, and 

over all women’s empowerment. I am grateful to have been able to talk to her freely, ask personal questions and 

receive honest answers. Her schedule allowed for Yara and I to not only connect with her, but also her staffers, 

people who she has highlighted as “the best”. We were able to witness the progression of two committees, and I 

learnt the importance of an MPs role as the representative of the people in their riding as well as Canadians as a 

whole, when their interests and voices are at stake. MP Damoff made this experience as exceptionally inclusive 

and unforgettable. I feel very honoured and privileged to see that I, as a woman, have the ability to stand up for 

what I believe in and make the community I live in a better place. 

 

Women have been crucial in the development of our democracy and in shaping the Canada we call home. To be 

able to celebrate Canada’s 150th through this U of T Women in House program, is a way for us to recognize and 

pay homage to the woman that have come before us and paved the path we currently stand on to uphold our 

rights. The women leaders in this program are a testament to how far we have come, and how much further we 

can go. 

Yara (left), MP Damoff, Maria-Alba (right) 



2017 U of T Women in House Reflection 

 

 

• Name: Julia Mogus 

• Program: Peace, Conflict, and Justice; Criminology 

and Sociolegal Studies; Indigenous Studies 

• Year: 3rd 

• Parliamentary host: MP Mona Fortier 

___________________ 

As I sat in the very room where the supreme law of the land 

is practiced, debated and instituted I couldn’t help but feel a 

surge of joy and happiness overcome me. Perhaps what I was 

most amazed by on this trip was the fact that we were given 

not only the opportunity to visit the Supreme Court of 

Canada but also the opportunity to engage in a Q/A session 

with Justice Andromache Karakatsanis. She talked about the 

importance of gender equality and the ways in which the 

Supreme Court can continue to recognize diversity, and adapt 

to the ever-changing Canadian landscape. She mentioned that 

one of the ways in which the legal system can aim to be more 

inclusive is to provide a greater platform for minority groups 

to voice their interests. However, it was her profound 

explanation to a question asked about what justice means to 

her that I could take a moment a reflect how this relates to my understanding of justice. She argued that justice 

is versatile in that justice is reflected differently in every case but at its core it justice reflects the rule of law. As 

a student of PCJ and Criminology this deeply resonated with me because throughout my courses I am 

encouraged to look both at the macro and micro perspectives of various conflicts. Moreover, in my question to 

her I asked if she could talk about the challenges she had to overcome (and any she continues to face), and how 

she was able to overcome them. In her part of her response she jokingly said that being a Justice is like living 

with eight spouses, but through team work and putting aside any personal judgment she and her team are able to 

work together to help uphold the law and bring justice to where it is most needed.  

My experiences in Ottawa would not have been possible without the amazing hard work of the UofT Women In 

House program, the founder Tina Park and of course my wonderful MP Mona Fortier who had so graciously 

opened her doors. We were given the opportunity to listen in on a meeting with members of Anti-Landmine 

organizations from around the world to discuss how Canada can support the 20th Anniversary of the Ottawa 

Treaty. After being treated to a wonderful lunch at the Parliamentary Restaurant, we were brought to QP session 

where we witnessed Parliament engage in critical debate about important issues like Indigenous rights and the 

Status of Women. Finally, as we were leaving Mona told me that if there was one piece of advice she could give 

us as we embark on our own journey was to work hard and never give up your dreams. I told myself prior to 

attending this program that if I come out of this day even just being able to learn one thing I would be ecstatic. 

But after having the chance to visit both the Supreme Court of Canada and Parliament Hill and being afforded 

the opportunity to speak with Justice Andromache Karakatsanis and Mona Fortier I am privileged to say that I 

have learnt over 101 new things.  
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• Name: Katrina Van Genderen 

• Program: Peace, Conflict, and Justice Studies and Public Policy 

• Year: 2nd 

• Parliamentary Host: MP Wayne Stetski 

___________________ 

 

I had the pleasure of shadowing Wayne Stetski, the MP for the Kooteney—

Columbia riding and National Parks critic for the NDP. I thought I would 

feel very intimidated but he was very humble and down-to earth and him 

and his staff prioritized my education and experience above all else.  

 

He had a fairly busy schedule and I had the amazing opportunity of being able to sit in on two committee 

meetings he was a part of. For both of which, there were 5 liberal MPs, 3 conservatives, and only him 

representing the NDPs. I had not realized how challenging it was to be a part of a party with a small number of 

seats. All other parties had supporters on their side and sat in a unified group while he sat alone, surrounded by 

empty chairs, arguing different things. While the other parties took turns asking questions, he was always the 

only one to talk on behalf of the NDP. He explained to me that it was always like this and that entering partisan 

politics was one of his greatest challenges of being an MP (as opposed to his previous experience as a mayor). I 

now have great respect for all smaller parties as expressing contrasting views without support is a very 

challenging thing to do but incredibly important for a successful democracy. 

 

After the committee meetings, I observed the question period. The first thing I noticed, now that all of the MPs 

were in one place, was the shockingly small number of females in politics. I knew the numbers beforehand but 

seeing it in person was staggering and made me see the necessity of this program. The question period was 

definitely the most entertaining part of the trip as everyone, especially the opposition, was much louder and 

expressive with their criticism and partisan support. 

 

I left this trip feeling empowered by the women who had overcome so much adversity to be in their current 

position as well as feeling less intimidated by the political process. These MPs are just normal people who 

worked very hard and accumulated experience to get where they are. Being successful in politics no longer 

seems like an insurmountable goal. 
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• Name: Jordan Kazan Baigrie 

• Program: Peace, Conflict and Justice Studies 

• Year: 3rd  

• Name of your parliamentary host: MP Rob Oliphant  
___________________ 

 

The University of Toronto Women in House Program has 

solidified my passion for politics and my aspirations to pursue 

a career in politics. Throughout my day, I truly felt as though I 

was treated as a valued member of a team, and that my 

thoughts and opinions were important to those around me, 

especially to Member of Parliament Rob Oliphant, who 

frequently asked my opinion on current international issues. My day began early with an in-camera committee 

meeting on citizenship and immigration, which were allowed to attend as we were unanimously voted into the 

meeting. The meeting involved discussing the illegal crossings of refugees into Canada, and was absolutely 

fascinating, especially watching the opposition and government work together on a pressing issue. I was also 

fortunate enough to attend a brief parliamentary tour of Centre Bloc, which was short lived as we had to dash to 

a barbeque hosted by the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association. Afterwards, Rob Oliphant discussed with us the 

importance of finding something in common with others, especially constituents, regardless of whether or not 

you are in the same line of work. Everyone enjoys feeling as though their time was well spent and their views 

matter, which they do to members of parliament. Once more, we headed back to Centre Bloc to attend a 

committee meeting with visiting members of the Parliament of Ireland, specifically Sinn Fein, to discuss the 

negative effects that Brexit would have on Northern Ireland. Every time that I walked back through the arch of 

Centre Bloc at Parliament I felt a rush go through my body, my steps hastening with excitement. We attended 

an informal committee meeting at the Parliamentary Restaurant after the barbeque, which dealt with LGBTQ+ 

issues, the most pressing being that of gender neutral passports and ID’s. Throughout this lunch, we were 

involved in the discussion with the members of parliament, and frequently asked for our opinions on issues 

being brought up. To be treated as a valued member of the discussion, specifically in one with multiple 

members of parliament, was amazing. I was able to debate and discuss political beliefs and issues within a 

welcoming environment at Parliament, which is an opportunity I never thought that I would have, or at least, an 

opportunity that I would have during my undergraduate degree. To finish our day at Parliament, we attended the 

question period in the House of Commons with Justin Trudeau. The Question Period was heated, to say the least, 

and had me on the edge of my seat the entire time. Overall, my experience as part of the 2017 Cohort of 

University of Toronto Women In House Program went above and beyond my expectations, and left me more 

eager than ever to make my way on to the Hill one day in the future. I began searching online for ways to be 

involved with the Liberal Party on the bus home, more driven than I have ever been before in my studies. A 

major part, if not the complete reason, that my participation was such a success was Member of Parliament, Rob 

Oliphant, who made every effort to include us in his day and allow for us to be involved in as much as possible, 

from being voted into in-camera confidential meetings to attending staff only events. My favourite part of the 

experience was definitely the LGBTQ+ committee meeting, and being able to discuss and debate with esteemed 

members of the political committee, and having my voice and opinions matter, which is often times hard for the 

younger generation within politics. In summary, the Women in House Program has only increased my drive to 

be involved in politics, having given me a taste of my dream, and I hope that all the future women who 

participate receive the same encouragement I did while at Parliament.   
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• Name: Muriam Fancie 

• Program: Peace, Conflict, and Justice 

Specialist 

• Year: 3rd  

• Name of your parliamentary host: MP Raj 

Saini 
___________________ 

 

The Women in House program was phenomenal, 

especially in the sense that it gave 100 girls from 

University of Toronto from an array of program an opportunity to come together and experience this together. 

One of the key take away points for myself was the fact this program demonstrated that the idea of having a 

diverse government that truly represents the Canadian population is not just a dream, but can become a reality. I 

was able to witness female and male MP’s and ministers whom verbally advocated that in having a diverse 

administration the government of Canada will become stronger. For myself and many other students whom do 

belong in minority groups this was more than just a “special experience” as it truly demonstrates that there are 

individuals within our country that are hoping and working towards such a reality.  

 

Additionally, I believe this moment was so amazing also when juxtaposed to other nations. Moreover, on this 

point, despite there being a significant increase in representation of certain groups, there was still no visible 

signs of significant increase of political representation for Indigenous peoples. Although there is a possibility 

that some MP’s or Ministers may have Indigenous ancestry or are Indigenous that I am not aware of, I do hope 

that there will be a change for Indigenous peoples have more opportunities in the Liberal Party and the 

Canadian government as a whole. 

 

Another highlight of the trip was being able to speak to MP Saini’s team, Kevin and Kate. Both individuals 

provided myself and another UofT student with a significant amount of information. They were able to sit down 

with us despite their busy schedule and speak to us about how to get legislative bills pass, the process of being 

part of the political party, and as well as helping us understand the different internal committees in parliament. I 

was very thankful for how much time they spent with us answering our questions about what is involved in the 

political process to make positive change within our society. Overall this experience was very unique in the 

sense that it gave us an opportunity to explore a part of Canada and part of Canadian history. We were able to 

see first-hand how some matters such as human rights through the International Committee on Human Rights is 

being dealt with. Being able to have this opportunity is something I will truly cherish as it provided all 100 girls 

a chance to unite and learn together. 

 


